
PHONOLOGY (§§ 2-14)

§ 2. Vowels

The phonetic system of Coos is rich and fully developed. Clusters

of consonants occur very frequently, but are void of difficult compli-

cations. The vowels show a high degree of variability, and occur in

short and long quantities. The obscure vowel e is very frequent,

and seems to be related to short e and a. Resonance vowels occur

very often, and are indicated in this work by superior vowels. The
diphthongs are quite variable. Long e is not a pure vowel, but glides

from e to I; it can hardly be distinguished from long % to which

it seems to be closely related. In the same manner long o glides

from o to w, and was heard often as a long u-vowel.

The following may be said to be the Coos system of vowels and

diphthongs:

Vowels Semi-vowels Diphthongs

E

a e i i o u & w, y ai, a", &
a a e % o u ef cP

Short e is pronounced like e in the English word helmet, while the

nmlauted a corresponds to the open e-vowel in German wIhlen. It

very often occurs as the umlauted form of long d. i represents the

short y-vowel so commonly found in the Slavic languages; while 4
indicates exceedingly short, almost obscure u. o can not occur after

the palatal surd k and fortis hi.

§ 3. Consonants

The consonantic system of Coos is characterized by the prevalence

of the sounds of the h and I series, by the frequent occurrence of

i Coos Texts, Columbia University Contributions to Anthropology, vol. 1.
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aspiration, by the abundance of long (double) consonants 2, ra, fl, and y,

and by the semi-vocalic treatment of the nasals m, n, and of the lateral

sounds (indicated in this sketch by a circle under the consonant).

Surds and sonants were not always pronounced distinctly, especially

in the alveolar series. No aspirated consonants were found besides

the aspirated t
K

and Jc. The fortis is pronounced with moderate air-

pressure and glottal and nasal closure.

The system of consonants may be represented as follows:

Sonant Surd Fortis Spirant Nasal

Velar (g f) q q! y,x
Palatal g, g(w) k, k(w) hl^Jcf (w) -

Anterior palatal g' k* h*! x' -

Alveolar d t, t
x

t! s,c n,n
Affricative ...... . {dzt\ dj &, tc &/, tc!

Labial . b jp jp! - m, ra

Lateral l l l! 1^1,1

Glottalstop « _ - _ _

Aspiration - - - * *• -

The glottal stop, when not inherent in the stem, may occur inde-

pendently only before Z, ra, n, and w. It always disappears before

velar and palatal sounds. The aspiration is always accompanied by a

stricture corresponding to the quality of the vowel preceding it.

After <z,0, and u (and u diphthongs) it is of a guttural character; while

when following 0, ^-vowels, or the ^'-diphthongs, it becomes palatal.

It disappears before a following w or y.

QhaPHs I make it 10.4 qha*w&'w<ti I have it 18.4

$& scPttta'ni we two trade mu-
tually 15.6

ifib^ta'ya I am watching it IduMi'yeqEm he took care 66.3

26.11

pi'*'pi he went home 28.2 xpiye'etc backwards, homewards
42.7

qaix'qa'ydna!ya he became
afraid of it 42.3
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